
8:30 am- Call time (on field)
8:45 am-Load trailer
9:30 am-Depart for Pinson Valley
12:45 pm- Warm up
1:15 pm- At gate
1:20 pm- RHS Perform
3:30 pm- Awards
4:30 pm- Depart for RHS
6:30 pm- Arrive RHS
7:00 pm- Dismal

Uniform-
For the performance- Our uniform will be hat, plume, gloves, bibbers, jacket, TALL black sock,
and dinkles.

Post performance- Students are required to wear the show shirt, this is to help keep up with all
students. I do not care what you wear for pants/ shorts so long as it is appropriate and suited
for the weather.

Etiquette-
While other bands are playing there is to be NO talking! It is rude to talk while a band is
performing. There is also no moving in the stands during a performance, if you are not in the
stands when the band starts, you must wait until AFTER the band finishes to start going into the
stands!

Food-
Make sure that you bring money to eat at the concession stands.

Awards
Leaders and seniors will put uniforms back on and go onto the field for the award show to
receive the awards. The remainder of the band will stay in the stands and be called to attention
once they call our band to announce our scores.

During the award show there may be some bands that clap the scores, we DO NOT clap the
scores it is considered rude!
Ex. ( Band 1(clap) 1(clap) 2(clap clap) for an overall 2(clap clap)

You may of course clap as encouragement for other bands once the scores are announced, just
not clapping the scores as some other bands do sometimes.



Checking out- Students will be allowed to be checked out after awards by their guardian, the
student must put their uniform up and either take their instrument home with them, or find a
responsible friend to put it up for them when we return to the band room.

Checking out only happens at the bus and only after they have taken care of both their
instrument and uniform.


